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FUNCTIONAL SAFETY

TRAINING OBJECTIVE

After working through this module, the students are familiar with the basic requirements for functional safety. They will learn methods to identify potential danger as well as to evaluate the risks resulting from it. They will know methods and design concepts to safeguard plants with the means of process control engineering. They will learn the basic connections for interlocking controls.

THEORY IN BRIEF

In modern production plants, process variables are used to control and safeguard technical processes. Based on the given technical general conditions, permissible and impermissible ranges are defined for these variables. The state of the entire plant results from the current values of all process values. The objective of functional safety is to prevent the plant from entering an impermissible state. To this end, different interlocking mechanisms are set up. The objective of interlocks is to prevent combinations, sequences, and time characteristics of signals that can lead to impermissible fault states.

This can be done, among other things, with the means of process engineering through so-called safety set-ups. They prevent faults from occurring, or they limit the damage if an impermissible fault state occurred despite all measures taken. In order to design suitable interlock mechanisms, a protective concept has to be developed for the plant. This task requires exact knowledge of the chemical, process and system boundary conditions. For this reason, the protective concept is developed by an interdisciplinary team using the HAZOP or PAAG analysis.

The technical implementation of the mechanisms in a process control system should be designed as simple as possible, have a direct effect and be manageable. For this reason, in practice recurring standard protective circuits are resorted to. They can be arranged in four categories.

Combinatorial circuits are used to generate switching conditions by directly combining the corresponding process signals. To this end, the input signals are connected through the logic operations AND, OR and NOT. The state of the output signal of such a combinatorial circuit can thus be determined anytime through the states of the input signals. Prioritization circuits permit giving certain signals precedence over other signals. This is often necessary in the case of operating mode selection as well as for start and stop functions. Prioritization circuits are often implemented with combinatorial circuits. Locking circuits prevent that signals having opposite effects can be set simultaneously. If a certain sequence for several control signals is required beyond this, it is referred to as a sequence lock. Interlocks are implemented using R-S flip-flops that are connected to each other. Circuits with timing behavior allow for delayed switch-on/switch-off, the definition of a minimum as well as maximum execution time, and the implementation of protective functions that require a certain reaction time. To implement such circuits, different pre-assembled time blocks are available.
THEORY

PROCESS VARIABLES

Production plants are used to produce material goods. They control and monitor the flow of material and energy that can be described with physical variables such as volume, mass, temperature or flow. Based on process and system engineering boundary conditions, those physical variables that are relevant to the technical process and that can be measured are defined and specified. These variables are called process variables.

Process variables are used to control or safeguard technical processes. For each process variable, ranges are specified based on chemical, process or system engineering boundary conditions for which this process variable is intended (OK range), as well as ranges outside the OK range where no safety related restrictions exist for further operation (permissible fault range). If the process variable is outside these ranges, undesirable events that result directly in bodily injury and environmental damage are to be reckoned with (impermissible fault range).

The values of the process variables are recorded and evaluated with the means of process control engineering. From this data, the current state of the system is determined. Three basic states are differentiated:

OK state: The values of all process variables are in the respective OK range and no danger is emanating from the system elsewhere.
Permissible fault: The values of one or several process variables are in the respective permissible fault range. Otherwise, no danger is emanating from the system.
Impermissible fault state: The values of one or several process variables are in the respective impermissible fault range and danger emanates from the system elsewhere.

Impermissible fault states always exist when bodily harm can occur or the life of employees is jeopardized, the environment is damaged, technical facilities are destroyed or the product yield is diminished. It suffices in this case that the probability is sufficiently high for these events to occur [1].

FUNCTIONAL SAFETY

Functional safety refers in general to safeguarding the process engineering system against fault states [1]. For many processes states in process systems, certain events can occur that cause damage. The combination of the frequency of the occurrence of damage and its extent is called the risk of the corresponding process or state. It is the objective of functional safety to take protective measures that decrease the existing risks to the extent that the remaining risk is below the acceptable risk that is to be defined, i.e., justifiable [2].

The locking mechanisms described in the chapter ‘Individual Drive Functions’ protect the plant or plant units from device-related fault states. These include all those fault states that are caused by a malfunction of the devices themselves, or by operating the device outside the permissible operating range (for example, overheating a pump because of an undetected dry run). These fault states are device-specific and can be detected regardless of process and system engineering boundary conditions.

The locking mechanisms described by their very nature cannot safeguard against process related fault states (for example, dry run of a pump) by themselves because they depend on process and system engineering events (for example, dropping below a minimum tank level causes the pump to run dry). For this reason, plants have to be made safe by implementing suitable process-related interlocks. These often utilize and expand the locking mechanisms of the individual drive functions (refer to the chapter ‘Individual Drive Functions’). All types of intended plant operations have to be taken into account.
Intended operation refers to the operation for which the plant is intended and designed according to its technical purpose [2]. This usually includes the following operating modes:

- Normal mode
- Startup and shutdown operation
- Commissioning and decommissioning
- Test mode
- Inspection, maintenance and repair processes

To this end, an interdisciplinary team first develops a safety concept for the plant. The team systematically identifies danger potential and faults that can lead to danger. Established methods for danger analysis are used, for example, the PAAG procedure [3].

Next, the risks have to be evaluated that result from the dangers that were recognized. Different methods for graduated evaluation of the risk to be covered are available, for example, the ALARP method, the LOPA method or the method of the risk graph specified in [2]. If the initial risk of danger is larger than the specified acceptable risk, protective measures have to be taken that reduce the risk accordingly.

**Functional Safety by Means of Process Control Engineering**

For functional safety, protective equipment that is not based on the means of process control technology is used. Often, however, this is not possible or sufficient because either of the size or complexity of the plant, or the corresponding solution cannot be efficiently implemented under economical aspects. In this case, protective functions are implemented with the means of process control technology. For this reason, we distinguish between two types of process control systems (PCS) equipment:

PCS operating and monitoring equipment (Basic Process Control System - BPCS) implements the automation functions required for production and is therefore used for the intended operation of the plant in its OK range [2]. PCS monitoring equipment reacts if one or several process variables leave the OK range. It signals permissible fault states or automatically takes steps to take the process variables back to the OK range. From the perspective of functional safety, no requirements are made of PCS operating and monitoring equipment.

PCS safety systems (Safety Instrumented Systems - SIS) are used to reduce the risk of recognized danger potential. They do this by either preventing an event or by limiting the damage. The objective of event-preventing PCS protective equipment is to prevent the impermissible fault to occur in the plant in the first place. It thus reduces the frequency of an undesirable state to occur as well as the risk connected with this event. The objective of damage-limiting PCS equipment is to limit the extent of the resulting damage an undesired event causes, and to decrease the risk associated with it. Such protective equipment is used very rarely.

Figure 1 shows the method of functioning of PCS devices within the scope of functional safety. Curve 1 shows a process variable that—process related—cannot reach the impermissible fault range. For this reason, a PCS monitoring device is sufficient here. In Curve 2, on the other hand, exceeding the limit to the impermissible fault range is possible. But because a non-PCS protective device exists, a PCS monitoring device is also sufficient in this case. In Curve 3, there is no such safeguarding of the plant. Therefore, a (event-preventing) PCS protective device is used to prevent the process variable from reaching the impermissible fault range.
For the process control engineering systems of a plant we have to clearly define whether they implement an operational or a monitoring function, or a protective function. This differentiation facilitates planning, setup and operation, but also subsequent changes to the PCS systems.

![Diagram](attachment:image.png)

**Figure 1**: Schematic display of mode of action of PCS equipment according to [2]

Because functions of PCS devices are required only very rarely, components of protective equipment are sometimes used also by operational devices for economic reasons. In this case, signals for activating protective functions must always take precedence over signals of the operational and monitoring equipment.

To implement the protective functions, manageable and immediately effective steps should be taken. The process variables used can be logged directly with simple and tried methods. This means that the complexity of the control design itself is relatively low.

**STANDARD CIRCUITS FOR FUNCTIONAL SAFETY**

The objective of safety systems using the means of process control engineering is usually this: to control certain combinations, sequences, time characteristics or priorities of signals in a way that impermissible process states are prevented. These functions are implemented with recurring standard circuits. The most important standard circuits are described below.

**Combinatorial Circuits**

In many cases, certain control signals are permissible only if the process is in a certain state. This state can be described directly as a combination of the corresponding process signals. To link individual signals into a switching condition, simple combinatorial circuits can be used. They have the ability to determine the state of an output signal at any time through the state of a set of input signals. To this end, the input signals are combined with the logical operations AND, OR NOT. The combinatorial circuits themselves are stateless, which means they have no storage properties. The relationship between input and output signals can be described completely with a function table. The corresponding logic function can always be represented in (at least) two standardized forms.
Disjunctive normal form (DNF): In this representation, first all combinations of the inputs are determined for which the output signal is to be set (which means all lines of the function table for which \( O = 1 \)). These combinations are represented as AND operations of the input signals. The outputs of these AND operations are then connected to each other by means of an OR operation. This sets the output as soon as one of the located combinations occurs.

 Conjunctive normal Form (CNF): In this representation, first all combinations of the inputs are determined for which the output signal is not to be set (which means all lines of the function table for which \( O = 0 \)). These combinations are inverted and represented as OR operations of the input signals. The outputs of these OR operations are then connected to each other by means of an AND operation. Inverting the located combinations has the effect that the output is set only if none of these combinations occurs.

Figure 2 shows an example of a function table with three input signals and the corresponding combinatorial circuits in the disjunctive and conjunctive normal form.

Prioritizing Circuits

Protective functions always take precedence over operational and monitoring functions, which means several control signals control the behavior of an actuating signal. For this reason, the control signals have to be prioritized accordingly. In most cases, prioritization is static, and can therefore be implemented using a combinatorial circuit.
**Latching Circuits**

It is not always possible to represent the conditions for an output state by the current state of the inputs alone. If output signal O is to be set by the input signal I1, for example, and deleted by another input signal I2, this can no longer be represented combinatorically. O has to remain set when I1 is deleted. Only when I2 is set, is O to be deleted. This makes the effect of I2 dependent on whether I1 was previously set, which means before the current Out state of the system. This state has to be stored in the circuit. Such latching circuits are also called sequential circuits. Storing the Out state can be implemented using a reset-set storage element (R-S flip-flop).

As shown in Figure 3, such a circuit has two inputs: one input for setting (S) and one input for resetting (R) the output. It is important here to define how the output is to be switched when both inputs are set. Depending on the implementation of the R-S flip-flop, either setting or resetting is dominant (refer to Figure 3).

![R-S-Flip-Flop with dominated reset input](image1)

**Interlocking Circuits**

Often, specific control signals must not be set simultaneously. For example, an electrical motor must not be switched in two directions of rotation at the same time, forward movement and reverse movement. The two signals F (forward) and R (reverse) have to lock each other out.

Using two connected R-S flip-flops, a lock can be implemented. Two connections are possible: The lock takes place either by means of set inputs or the reset inputs. Both are shown in Figure 4. It should be noted that locking by means of the reset input works only if the reset input is dominant.
In some cases the sequence in which specific control signals can be set must also be specified. A sequential lock has to be implemented for this. This also can be implemented by sequencing storage elements. We need as many R-S flip-flops as steps that are to be coordinated. Figure 5 shows a sequential lock for two signals.

It has to be noted that only activation sequences are implemented with these circuits but no sequences. Setting O2 does not cause O1 to be reset. When locking by means of the reset input, O2 is reset automatically when O1 is reset.

**Circuits with Timing Behavior**

Circuits with timing behavior also take into account the time since the occurrence of one or several events. This principle is explained below using the **two hand lock** as an example. It is to prevent that workers get hurt when operating a machine (for example, a press). To prevent that a worker still has one hand in the danger zone of the machine, it can only be activated by operating two buttons at the same time. This task can also be solved with a combinatorial circuit. To prevent that one switch is continuously set with adhesive tape, however, it also has to be ensured that both buttons are pressed within a fixed time span. To this end, **impulse blocks** are used that set the output signal for a specified time and then reset it automatically, regardless of the time duration of the set input signal. Only a state change of the input (from reset to set) sets the output signal again. Figure 6 shows the function symbol and the switching performance of an impulse block.
Figure 6: Function symbol and switching performance of an impulse block

The corresponding circuit for two hand locks is shown in Figure 7. If one of the buttons is operated, output OUT of the impulse block is set for the duration T. If the second button is operated while OUT is set, all conditions for the AND element are met and output O is set. Then, the impulse block is jumpered through the OR operation with output O.

Figure 7: Two-hand lock when using an impulse block

Timing elements are used for a variety of other protective functions; for example, for protective gate controls where open gates close automatically after a specified time, or for motor startup controls where, after a futile start attempt, a rest period for drive recovery is forced.

**LITERATURE**


STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

TASK

According to the requirements in the chapter ‘Process Description’, the CFCs from the chapter ‘Individual Drive Functions’ will be supplemented with the manual operation of the pump motor =SCE.A1.T2-P001. The following interlocking requirements have to be noted:

– The pump motor must only be switched on if the main switch of the system is switched on and the emergency stop switch is unlatched.

– The pump must not take in air. The minimum level (here: 50ml) in the reactor =SCE.A1.T2-R002 is known numerically and is evaluated by means of the measured level.

– The pump must not press liquid against a closed valve. This means when the pump is switched on, either valve=SCE.A1.T3-V001, valve=SCE.A1.T2-V007 or valve =SCE.A1.T4-V003 must be open.

Note: For the approach to the solution, please note the details regarding latching circuits in the theoretical part.
**TRAINING OBJECTIVE**

In this chapter, the students will learn the following:

- Implementing expanded boundary conditions and manual operation
- Setting up connections between CFCs
- Additional possibilities for programming with CFCs
- Utilizing additional sheets in the CFCs

These instructions are based on the project ‘PCS7_SCE_0104_Ueb_R1305_en.zip’.

**PROGRAMMING**

1. To program the manual operation for draining Reactor R001, set up a new CFC in the SIMATIC Manager in the Plant View in the folder Reactor R001 of the subsystem T2_Reaction.

   (→ SIMATIC Manager → View → Plant View → Reactor R001 → Insert New Object → CFC)
2. The chart is then renamed 'A1T2H011' and opened with a double click.

3. In the CFC Editor, drag the 'FlipFlop' block from the 'LogicDi' folder in the 'Block' catalog to the first sheet of the chart. You now have a storage element. For the reset or switch-off to be dominant, the mode has to be set to ‘1’.

**Note**: Additional information about the blocks used is provided in the detailed online help. Highlight the corresponding block and press ‘F1’ on the keyboard.
4. Next, from the 'LogicDi' folder, drag the block 'Or08' to the chart.

5. Now, from the 'LogicAn' folder in the PCS 7 AP Library V8.1 in the 'Library' tab, drag the block 'CompAn02' into the chart. You will need it to take into account the level of Reactor R001 present as a numerical value for the interlock.

(→ Libraries → PCS 7 AP Library V8.1 → Blocks+Templates\Blocks → LogicAn → CompAn02)
6. Next, drag the driver block for a digital output signal 'Pcs7DiOu' into the chart.

(→ Libraries → PCS 7 AP Library V8.1 → Blocks+Templates\Blocks → Channel → Pcs7DiOu)

7. Assign names to the blocks as shown.
8. Now, the first interconnection of the blocks among each other is established. To this end, connect output 'Out' of the 'FlipFlop' block with input 'PV_In' of the 'Pcs7DiOu' block. The alignment that this connection shows is automatic and cannot be changed in the CFC Editor.

(→ FlipFlop → Out → Pcs7DiOu → PV_In)

9. To display the status of the operator request, we now interconnect output 'PV_Out' of the block 'Pcs7DiOu' with the corresponding address from the symbol table.

(Pcs7DiOu → PV_Out → Interconnection to Address)
10. From the symbol table that is then displayed select output Q 4.2 "A1.T2.A1T2H011.HO+-.O+" for the status display of the operator request.


11. Now, another interconnection is established among the blocks. Simply click on the output of the 'Or08' block and then on the input 'RstLi' of the 'FlipFlop' block. Next, the output 'LT' of block 'CompAn02' is connected to an input of the 'Or08' block.

(→ Or08.Out → FlipFlop.RstLi → CompAn02.LT → Or08.In8)

Note: The output 'LT' of block 'CompAn02' has the state 1 if 'In1' is less than 'In2'. 
12. The comparison value is set at input 'In2' by opening the properties with a double click. Enter 50.0 as the value and accept this change with OK.

(→ CompAn02 → In2 → Value → 50.0 → OK)

13. Now we establish a cross-chart connection of input 'In1' to the measured level of reactor -SCE.A1.T2.R001. To do this, highlight 'In1' at block 'CompAn02'.

(→ CompAn02 → In1)
14. Next, open the CFC 'A1T2L001' in the Plant View with a double click. (→ SIMATIC Manager → Plant View → A1T2L001)

15. In the open chart 'A1T2L001' at block 'Pcs7AnIn' click on the output 'PV_Out'. The cross-chart connection is set up and displayed for both charts on the margin bar. For chart 'A1T2L001' the destination of the connection is shown on the right. For chart 'A1T2H011' the source of the connection is shown on the left.
(→ A1T2L001 → Pcs7AnIn → PV_Out)
16. Now, the signals that request the reset have to be connected to block ‘Or08’. These signals are shown below and are also listed in Table 1. Please note that some signals are connected inverted. To do this, right click on the connection to open the shortcut menu and select Invert.

17. To complete the chart, the two signals needed for manually operating A1T2H011 Start and Stop are added. To enter them, insert two driver blocks for one digital input signal. (→ Libraries → PCS 7 AP Library V8.1 → Blocks+Templates\Blocks → Channel → Pcs7DiIn)
18. Next, to differentiate the blocks, change the name and add a comment. In the result, the blocks can now be easily distinguished.

(Pcs7Dln → Object Properties → Name: A1T2H011_HS+ and A1T2H011_HS- → Comment: Start draining and stop draining)

19. Then, the two driver blocks are connected to the respective signal.

(Pcs7Dln → PV_In → Interconnection to Address → A1T2H011_HS+.Start and A1T2H011_HS-.Stop)
20. Now, we have to connect the output ‘PV_Out’ of the block for starting with the input ‘SetLi’ of the flipflop, and the output ‘PV_Out’ of the block for stopping with an input of the block ‘Or08’.

21. Next, we enter a text field for the description. The inserted text field can be edited with a double click.

(→ Right click → Insert New Text → "Manual control for emptying of R001 reactor to product tank B001")
22. Using the tables below, check the interconnections you have just set up for A1T2H011.

Table 1: Input Interconnections in Chart ‘A1T2H011/Sheet1’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Interconnected with</th>
<th>Inverted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pcs7Diln.HS-.PV_In</td>
<td>‘A1.T2.A1T2H011.HS-.STOP’ / I7.3 / Reactor R001 Stop draining</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or08.In4</td>
<td>A1H001(A,1) / A1H001 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or08.In5</td>
<td>A1H002(A,1) / A1H002 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or08.In6</td>
<td>A1H003(A,1) / A1H003 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or08.In7</td>
<td>A1T3L001(A,1) / A1T3L001_LSA+ PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompAn02.In1</td>
<td>A1T2L001(A,1) / 1 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompAn02.In2</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlipFlop.Mode</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ‘A1T2L001(A,1) / 1 PV_out Process value incl. ST’ means:
- Chart A1T2L001
- Subchart A, Sheet 1
- Block 1
- Connection PV_out Process value incl. ST (STRUCT consisting of value and ST)

Table 2: Block Interconnections in Chart ‘A1T2H011/Sheet1’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
<th>Output:</th>
<th>Inverted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FlipFlop.SetLi</td>
<td>Pcs7Diln.HS+.PV_Out</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlipFlop.RstLi</td>
<td>Or08.Out</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or08.In3</td>
<td>Pcs7Diln.HS-.PV_Out</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or08.In8</td>
<td>CompAn02.LT</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcs7DiOu.PV_In</td>
<td>FlipFlop.Out</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Output Interconnections in Chart ‘A1T2H011/Sheet1’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output:</th>
<th>Interconnection to:</th>
<th>Inverted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
23. Next, we establish the interlocking conditions for the pump 'Drainage Reactor R001'. To this end, open CFC ‘A1T2S003’ in the Plant View with a double click.

(→ SIMATIC Manager → Plant View → A1T2S003)

24. In addition to the individual drive function for the motor ‘MotL’, the template Motor_Lean contains more blocks. Block ‘Intlk02’ for locking ‘MotL’ exists three times. The first block is called ‘Permit’ and permits starting the motor only when the conditions are met. Here, we connect the signal of the main switch for plant A1H001. To this end, we first delete the connection to the placeholder ‘Permit’ in the left margin. Then we establish a cross-chart connection. The result is shown below.
25. Now, we do the same for the block ‘Protect’. ‘Protect’ is used for connecting interlocks that require an acknowledgement for the motor to be enabled again. Here you connect EMERGENCY STOP.

26. The ‘Interlock’ block is intended for general interlock conditions. Here, you will implement the conditions from the Task (for example, at least one valve open). Because more than two conditions exist in this example, they have to be combined prior to being interconnected. To do this, we first have to go to Sheet 2 of the CFC.
27. On the new sheet, we now insert an ‘Or04’ block from the library. The feedback signals (FbkOpen) of the valves now have to be connected to this block. Because only 1 of the 3 valves has been set up so far, you can set up placeholders for these interconnections by means of textual interconnections. When compiled, they issue warnings but the program works anyhow.

28. Now, the minimum level has to be polled using the block ‘CompAn02’, and the connections can be linked with ‘And04’. The result looks like this.
29. Next, output ‘Out’ of block ‘And04’ has to be connected to input ‘In01’ of the ‘Interlock’ block.

30. Below, an overview of all new interconnections in chart ‘A1T2S003’ is provided once more.

Table 4: Input Interconnections in chart ‘A1T2S003/Sheet1’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
<th>Interconnected with:</th>
<th>Inverted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intlk02.Permit.In01</td>
<td>A1H001(A,1) / A1H001 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intlk02.Protect.In01</td>
<td>A1H002(A,1) / A1H002 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: New Blocks in chart ‘A1T2S003/Sheet2’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block:</th>
<th>Catalog/Folder:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Or04/Or function with 4 inputs</td>
<td>Libraries/PCS7 APL V81/Blocks+Templates/Blocks/LogicDi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And04/And function with 4 inputs</td>
<td>Libraries/PCS7 APL V81/Blocks+Templates/Blocks/LogicDi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompAn02/Comparison of analog values</td>
<td>Blocks / LogicAn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Input Interconnections in Chart ‘A1T2S003/Sheet2’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Interconnected with</th>
<th>Inverted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Or04.In1</td>
<td>A1T3X001(A,1) / FbkOpen PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or04.In2</td>
<td>A1T4X003/FbkOpen_A1T4X003 (textual interconnection.)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or04.In3</td>
<td>A1T2X007/FbkOpen_A1T2X007 (textual interconnection)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompAn02.In1</td>
<td>A1T2L001(A,1) / Level_A1T2L001 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompAn02.In2</td>
<td>Value: Value=50.0 Comment=Minimum level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Block Interconnections in Chart ‘A1T2S003/Sheet2’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Inverted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>And04.In1</td>
<td>Or04.Out</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And04.In2</td>
<td>CompAn02.GT</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Block Interconnections between ‘A1T2S003/Sheet1’ and ‘A1T2S003/Sheet2’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Inverted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intlk02.Interlock.In01</td>
<td>And04.Out</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

31. In Sheet 1 of chart ‘A1T2S003’ we now set up interconnections for manual operation with A1T2H011 (to drain reactor R001). Because other manual operations can also access the pump, an ‘Or04’ is set up on Sheet3.

Table 9: New Blocks in Chart ‘A1T2S003/Sheet3’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Catalog/Folder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Or04 / Or-function with 4 inputs</td>
<td>Blocks/LogicDi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 10: Input Interconnections in Chart ‘A1T2S003/Sheet3’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: A1T2H011(A,1) / Out_A1T2H011 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</th>
<th>Interconnection to: Or04.Or_Local.In1</th>
<th>Inverted: No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1T2H013/Out_A1T2H013.PV_Out</td>
<td>Or04.Or_Local.In2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1T2H015/Out_A1T2H015.PV_Out</td>
<td>Or04.Or_Local.In3</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Block Interconnections between Chart ‘A1T2S003/Sheet1’ and ‘A1T2S003/Sheet 3’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: MotL.Pump_A1T2S003.StartLocal</th>
<th>Output: Or04.Or_Local.Out</th>
<th>Inverted: No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MotL.Pump_A1T2S003.StopLocal</td>
<td>Or04.Or_Local.Out</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

32. For the manual local Start and Stop to be effective, we have to switch to local operation.

Table 12: Additional Input Interconnections in Chart ‘A1T2S003/Sheet1’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: MotL.Pump_A1T2S003.LocalLi</th>
<th>Interconnection to: A1H003(A,1) / A1H003 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</th>
<th>Inverted: No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MotL.Pump_A1T2S003.LocalSetting</td>
<td>1 (connection not visible → double click on block and open connections → Change value)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
33. For the manual operation A1T2H011, valve A1T3X001 is needed in addition to pump A1T2S003; the valve was implemented in the exercise in the previous chapter. Below, the interconnections that were set up in chart A1T3X001 additionally for manual operation.

Table 13: Input Interconnections in Chart ‘A1T3X001/Sheet1’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
<th>Interconnection to:</th>
<th>Inverted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VlvL.Valve_A1T3X001.LocalLi</td>
<td>A1H003(A,1) / A1H003 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VlvL.Valve_A1T3X001.OpenLocal</td>
<td>A1T2H011(A,1) / Out_A1T2H011 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VlvL.Valve_A1T3X001.CloseLocal</td>
<td>A1T2H011(A,1) / Out_A1T2H011 PV_Out Process value incl. ST</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VlvL.Valve_A1T3X001.LocalSetting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
34. All blocks used in the charts are integrated in the run sequence of the entire program when inserted. By clicking on the symbol the run sequence can be displayed. To improve the data flow within the overall program, we recommend you optimize the sequence after the program is generated. This is done in the menu of the CFC editor under Options -> Optimize Run Sequence (independant from the current view.)

(→ Extras → Optimize Run Sequence → OK)

Note: A block should be selected beforehand. Otherwise you will end up in the general overview without any clue as to where the blocks are called.
EXERCISES

In the exercises, we apply what we have learned from theory and from the step by step instructions. The multi-project from the step by step instructions (PCS7_SCE_0105_R1503_en.zip) is to be used and expanded.

In the following exercises, you can design and implement your own additional interlocks. Keep in mind that for interlocking valves, only the EMERGENCY STOP switch, and the main switch as well as the level of the respective tank (or levels of the respective tanks) are needed.

TASKS

1. Complete the interlocks for the valve that already exists:
   – A1T3X001

2. Set up the CFC for the level of educt tank B001:
   – A1T1L001

3. Set up the CFCs for the following valves, including interlocks:
   – A1T1X004
   – A1T2X001

4. Set up the CFC for the following pump including interlocks:
   – A1T1S001

5. Set up the CFC for the following manual operation:
   – A1T2H001

6. Test the implementation with the simulation. You should now be able to pump from educt tank B001 to reactor R001, and then to product tank B001 with the manual controls.